North Kidlington School

Calculation Policy

This Calculation policy should be read in conjunction with the attached document ‘Teaching and
Learning Mathematics at North Kidlington School’, which details the whole school policy for
teaching of mathematics from Year 1 to Year 6.
The strategies and stages of each operation are intended to ensure continuity for children, clarity
for teaching staff and also to provide information for parents and other stakeholders by outlining
the agreed methods to be taught for each of the four operations- addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.
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Aim:
This aim of this policy is to ensure continuity in mathematics teaching through the
agreed methods outlined here for written calculations. This also addresses the
National Curriculum (2014) requirement for end of key stage 2:
‘By the end of Year 6, pupils should be fluent in written methods for all four
operations, including long multiplication and division, and in working with
fractions, decimals and percentages.’ (DFE 2014)
At North Kidlington School we intend to help children develop:
 a secure knowledge of number facts and a good understanding of the four
operations;
 use this knowledge and understanding to carry out calculations mentally and
to apply to more complex written problems
 make effective use of diagrams and informal notes to help record steps and part
answers when using mental methods that generate more information than can
be kept in their heads;
 efficient, reliable, written methods of calculation for each operation that can
be applied with confidence and which pupils know they can rely on when
mental methods are not appropriate.
Introduction:
Calculation is an important aspect of the mathematics curriculum, it equips children
with the skills needed to understand and apply number operations of addition,
subtraction, and multiplication and division to whole numbers or parts of numbers
e.g. fractions / decimal equivalents. However, as stated in the main ‘Teaching and
Learning Mathematics’ policy, the skills acquired through the teaching of calculation
skills are not seen as the sole intended ‘outcome’ of mathematics teaching at North
Kidlington School. Calculation is viewed as a means for providing children with the
‘tools’ to explore and use mathematics creatively through offering regular
opportunities for mathematical thinking and investigation, helping children making
connections to other aspects of mathematics and real life problems.
Mental methods of calculation
Teachers at North Kidlington School recognise the importance of mental strategies to
support the development of children’s understanding of more formal written methods,
therefore practise for quick recall of number facts is regularly included in
mathematics lessons and at other points in the day as the opportunity may arise.
The ability to calculate mentally forms the basis of all methods of calculation and has
to be maintained and refined. A good knowledge of numbers or a ‘feel’ for numbers is
the product of structured practice and repetition. It requires an understanding of
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number patterns and relationships developed through directed enquiry, use of models
and images and the application of acquired number knowledge and skills.
Secure mental calculation requires the ability to:
 recall key number facts instantly – for example, all addition and subtraction
facts for each number to at least 20 (Year 2), sums and differences of multiples
of 10 (Year 3) and multiplication and division facts up to 12 × 12 (Year 4);
 use taught strategies to work out the calculation – for example, recognise that
addition can be done in any order
 Add/ subtract one and two digit numbers to 20, including 0, with apparatus.
mentally a one-digit number and 2 digit numbers (Year 1), partition two-digit
numbers in different ways including into multiples of ten and one and add the
tens and ‘Ones’ separately and then recombine (Year 2).
 understand how the rules and laws of arithmetic are used and applied – for
example, to add or subtract mentally combinations of one-digit and two-digit
numbers (Year 3), and to calculate mentally with whole numbers and decimals
(Year 6).
Written methods of calculation
Children at North Kidlington School are taught to use mental methods when
appropriate, but for calculations that they cannot do in their heads, they need to use
an efficient written method.
Children should be equipped to decide when it is best to use a mental, written or
calculator method based on the knowledge that they are in control of this choice. The
National Curriculum does not specify that particular methods are preferable, therefore
the written strategies outlined here are those agreed by teachers at North Kidlington
School, some of which appear in the non-statutory guidance for mathematics (DFE
2014).
Place Value
Oral and mental work in mathematics is essential, particularly so in calculation. Early
practical, oral and mental work must lay the foundations by providing children with a
good understanding of how the four operations build on efficient counting strategies
and a secure knowledge of place value and number facts. Later work must ensure
that children recognise how the operations relate to one another and how the rules
and laws of arithmetic are to be used and applied.
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Estimation
Pupils are expected to use their developing number sense from Year 1 to make
predictions about the answers to their calculations. As their range of mental strategies
increases, these predictions and, later, estimates should become increasingly
sophisticated and accurate. All teaching of calculation should emphasise the
importance of making and using these estimates to check, first, the sense and, later,
the accuracy of their calculations.
Equivalence
Children are introduced early to the idea that the = sign means ‘is the same as’ and
therefore can be used either at the beginning or ending of a calculation;
e.g. 5= 3+2 is understood to be the same as 3+2=5 this is a key aspect to help
develop reasoning skills in number work and sets an important foundation for later
work using algebra.
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National Curriculum
end of Year age related expectations
Place Value
Year 1


Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, starting from any given number



count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives and
tens



Identify one more and one less



identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the
number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least
 read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words.
Year 2 (end of key stage statutory assessments)




count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in tens from any number, forward and backward
recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number (tens, ones)
identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations, including the
number line
 compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100; use <, > and = signs
 read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals and in words
 use place value and number facts to solve problems.
Year 3
count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100; find 10 or 100 more or less than a given
number
recognise the place value of each digit in a three-digit number (hundreds, tens, ones)
compare and order numbers up to 1000
identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations
read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and in words
solve number problems and practical problems involving these ideas.
Year 4












count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000
find 1000 more or less than a given number
count backwards through zero to include negative numbers
recognise the place value of each digit in a four-digit number (thousands, hundreds,
tens, and ones)
order and compare numbers beyond 1000
identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations
round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000
solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above and with increasingly
large positive numbers
read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and know that over time, the numeral system
changed to include the concept of zero and place value.
Year 5
read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1 000 000 and determine the value of
each digit
count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given number up to 1 000
000
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interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and backwards with positive and
negative whole numbers, including through zero
round any number up to 1 000 000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10 000 and 100 000
solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the above
read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) and recognise Years written in Roman numerals.



Year 6 (end of key stage 2 statutory assessments)



read, write, order and compare numbers up to 10 000 000 and determine the value of
each digit
round any whole number to a required degree of accuracy
use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals across zero
solve number and practical problems that involve all of the above .
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Part 1: Addition and Subtraction


Key Vocabulary • add • addition • plus • and • count on • more • sum • total •
altogether • increase • greater than • subtract • take away • minus •
count back • Less • fewer • difference between

Mental Skills
• Recognise the size and position of numbers
• Count on in ones and tens
• Know number bonds to 10, 20 and 100
• Add multiples of 10 to any number
• Partition and recombine numbers
• Bridge through 10

Key Models and Images

Place value apparatus and arrow cards

number lines

0+10=10

0+100=100

1+9=10

10+90=100

2+8=10

20+80=100

3+7=10

30+70=100

4+6=10

40+60=100

5+5=10

50+50=100

6+4=10

60+40=100

7+3=10

70+30=100

8+2=10

80+20=100

9+1=10

90+10=100

10+0=10

100+0=100

Numicon

• Hundred square

And/ Or: Counting sticks • Bead strings• Models and Images charts.
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National Curriculum
end of Year age related expectations

Addition and Subtraction

Key Stage 1
Year 1


read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (–) and
equals (=) signs
represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20
add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero
solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and
pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7-? = 2
Year 2 (end of key stage statutory assessments)
solve problems with addition and subtraction:
using concrete objects and pictorial representations, including those involving numbers,
quantities and measures
applying their increasing knowledge of mental and written methods
recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use related facts
up to 100
add and subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally,
including:
a two-digit number and ones
a two-digit number and tens
two two-digit numbers
adding three one-digit numbers
show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and subtraction
of one number from another cannot
recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction and use this to
check calculations and solve missing number problems.

Lower Key Stage 2
Year 3
 add and subtract numbers mentally, including:
a three-digit number and ones
a three-digit number and tens
a three-digit number and hundreds
add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written methods of columnar
addition and subtraction
estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers
solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and
more complex addition and subtraction.
Year 4
add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of columnar
addition and subtraction where appropriate
estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation
solve addition and subtraction two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and
methods to use and why.
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Upper Key Stage 2
Year 5
 add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using formal written
methods (columnar addition and subtraction)
add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers
use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem,
levels of accuracy
solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and
methods to use and why.
Year 6 (end of key stage 2 statutory assessments)


use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the four
operations
solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and
methods to use and why.
 solve problems involving addition and subtraction,
use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem,
an appropriate degree of accuracy.
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North Kidlington School

Written Methods for Addition of Whole Numbers
To add successfully, children need to be able to:
• recall all addition pairs to 9 + 9 and number bonds to 10
• add mentally a series of one-digit numbers, (such as 5 + 8 + 4); and be able to identify where a bond to
10 or a near double will be helpful
• add multiples of 10 (such as 60 + 70) or of 100, (such as 600 + 700) using the related addition fact, 6 + 7,
and their knowledge of place value;
• partition two-digit and three-digit numbers into multiples of 100, 10 and 1 in different ways.
It is important that children’s mental methods of calculation are practised and secured alongside their
learning and use of an efficient written method for addition. Visual images such a number squares,
number lines and bead strings are essential to aid full understanding of basic operations before moving
to abstract calculations.
Progression in use of number line
To help children develop a sound understanding of
numbers and to be able to use them confidently in
calculation, there needs to progression in their use of
number tracks and number lines

Number track

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number line, all numbers labelled

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Number line, 5s and 10s labelled

0

5 10

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Number lines,10s labelled

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Number lines, marked but unlabelled

Empty number line

10

80 90 100

 Children learn that combining two numbers into a
set makes a new / bigger amount.
 Every opportunity is taken to reinforce basic
counting skills.
 A huge variety of objects are used to count, both
real-life objects and representations such as
cubes/ counters etc.
 In the first instance the formal + sign will not be
used until children are able to recognise that it
represents ‘and’ or combining 2 or more groups to
form a new total.
 Children learn that addition can be completed in
any order.

 Extensive experiences of number lines marked in
‘Ones’ for addition and subtraction. Children
develop understanding of moving to the right
increasing and decreasing back to the left.
 Addition is practised using the number line and
with the introduction of a range of vocabulary
that means addition. (See appendix)

Children use number lines to 10, 20, 30, 50 or 100. All
numbers are shown and the multiples of 10 are bold or
highlighted clearly. Addition is shown as jumps or ‘Frog
jumps’ to link with the visual images of the Abacus Maths
Scheme used across the school.
e.g. 5+4= 9

 Teaching begins with adding the tens first,
however, children who are confident are
encouraged to add in any order.
 Children also develop familiarity with a 100 square
and are shown that it is a number line organised
in a different way.
Practise and learn quick recall of how single digit numbers are formed in different ways
0+3
or 0+4
1+2
1+3
2+1
2+2
3+0
3+1
This information is then used on number lines by breaking a larger number into smaller steps i.e. add 7 by jumping 5
then 2, or 4 them 4, instead of 7 small steps of 1.
Practise and learn quick recall of how pairs of numbers form ‘bonds’ to make 10.
e.g. 0+10, 1+9, 2+8, 3+7, 4+6, 5+5
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Partitioning on a number line
 The mental methods that ultimately lead to
compact/column addition require a full
understanding of place value (the value of
digits as ‘ones’, ‘tens’, ‘hundreds’ etc.) and
also of how these can be partitioned.
 Children need to be able to partition numbers
in ways other than into tens and ‘Ones’ e.g.
knowing the bonds to 10 will help to make
easier ‘jumps’ to the next multiple of 10.


48 + 36 = 84
e.g.: partitioning by adding ‘tens’ first, then the ‘ones’

or: use knowledge of bonds to 10 to jump to the next
multiple of 10,

Children develop skills of drawing their own
number lines as an aid to calculations and
reinforce understanding that addition may be
completed in any order, for efficiency starting
at the larger number and jumping along the
smaller number is advisable. Children can
explore this to discover for themselves which is
quickest.



Initially children are shown to add the tens and
then the ‘Ones’.



Once completely confident they should also
reverse this e.g. ‘to take you to a multiple of 10’
first, such as in 36+14, the 4 could be added to
reinforce the move to a multiple of 10.



The number line helps to record the steps on
the way to the total and is always accompanied
by the calculation above or below the line to
describe the calculation performed.

Expanded addition in columns
This method lays the foundation for the final step
towards compact column addition.
Partitioning both numbers into ‘Tens’ and ‘Ones’ or
‘Hundreds’, ‘Tens’ and ‘Ones’ mirrors the column
method where ‘Ones’ are placed under ‘Ones’ and
tens under tens.
When confident with 2 digits then children practise
with 3 / 4 digit
numbers

48+36=84

40 7
30 2
_______
70+9= 79
Where the total in the ‘Ones’ is more than 9 children
should be shown to move the 10s into the relevant column
e.g.
47+39= 86
40+7
30+9
10___
80+6=86
Children should learn to leave a space below the calculation
ready for any ‘carrying over’.
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Compact column method
• In this method, recording is reduced further,
initially children work on examples without the
need to ‘carry over’ any digits from the ‘ones’ to
‘tens’ or ‘tens’ to ‘hundreds’ etc.
When numbers total more than 9 and there is a
need to ‘carry over’ these are recorded in the
appropriate column as single digits.
NB: adults use the words ‘carry ten’, 2 tens. ‘carry
one hundred’, 2 hundred, not ‘carry one’ or ‘carry
two’
• Extend to adding three two-digit numbers, two
three-digit numbers and numbers with different
numbers of digits.

2 5 8+
24 7
1_1___
50 5
Column addition remains efficient when used with larger
whole numbers and decimals. Once learned, the method is
quick and reliable.
Children continue to leave a space below the calculation
ready for any carrying over.
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• partition two-digit and three-digit
numbers into multiples of one hundred, ten
and one in different ways (e.g. partition 74
into 70 + 4 or 60 + 14).It is important that
children’s mental methods of calculation are
practised and secured alongside their learning
and use of an efficient written method for
subtraction. Following significant practise in
using a marked number line for both counting
forwards and backwards, simple subtraction
jumping in steps of 1 child will then move
towards using the empty number line to show
their jumps backwards.
Finding an answer by counting back
• The empty number line helps to record or
explain the steps in mental subtraction.
 A calculation like 74 – 27 can be recorded
by counting back 27 from 74 to reach 47.
The empty number line is a useful way of
modelling processes such as bridging
through a multiple of ten.

Steps in subtraction can be recorded on a number line.
The steps often bridge through a multiple of 10.
15 – 7 = 8

74 – 27 = 47 worked by counting back:

The steps may be recorded in a different order:

or combined:

Using an empty number line
Finding an answer by counting up
 The steps can also be recorded by counting
up from the smaller to the larger number
to find the difference, for example by
counting up from 27 to 74 in steps
totalling 47 (shop keeper’s method).
 With practise, children can record less
information and decide whether to count
back or forward.
 It is useful to ask children to investigate
whether counting up or back is the more
efficient for a range of calculations such
as 157 – 142, 86 – 77 or 103-98, (in these
examples counting up is clearly quicker
than counting back by the larger amount
as the numbers are numerically close
together on a number line.

74 – 27 =47

• With three-digit numbers the number of
steps can again be reduced, enabling
children to work out answers to
calculations such as 326 – 178 first in small
steps and then more compact by using
knowledge of complements to 100

326 – 178 =

3+40+4= 47
or:
3+44=47

or:
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• The method can successfully be used with
decimal numbers.
• This method can be a useful alternative for
children whose progress is slow, whose
mental and written calculation skills are
weak and whose projected attainment at
the end of Key Stage 2 is predicted to be
below age related expectations.

22.4 – 17.8 =

or:

Subtraction using Partitioning
• Subtraction can be recorded using partitioning to write equivalent calculations that can be carried out
mentally. For
74 – 27 this involves partitioning the 27 into 20 and 7, and then subtracting the 20 and the 7 in turn from
74.
This use of partitioning is a useful step towards the most commonly used column method, i.e.
‘decomposition’
Subtraction can be recorded using partitioning:
74 – 27
74 – 20 = 54
54 – 7 = 47
This requires children to subtract a single-digit number or a multiple of 10 from a two-digit number
mentally. The method of recording links to counting back on the number line.

Expanded layout, leading to column method (Decomposition i.e. ‘ exchanging’ from one column to
another)
• Partitioning the numbers into tens and ‘Ones’ and writing one under the other mirrors the column
method, where ‘Ones’ are placed under ‘Ones’ and tens under tens.
• This does not link directly to mental methods of counting back or up but parallels the partitioning
method for addition. It also relies on secure mental skills.
• The expanded method leads children to the more compact method so that they understand its
structure and efficiency. The amount of time that should be spent teaching and practising the
expanded method will depend on how secure the children are in their recall of number facts and with
partitioning.
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Example: 563 − 241, no adjustment or decomposition needed
Expanded method
500 60 3200 40
2
300 20 1
Start by subtracting the ‘Ones’, then the tens, then the hundreds.
Refer to subtracting the tens, for example, by saying ‘sixty take away forty’, not ‘six take away four’.
Example: 563 − 246, adjustment from the tens to the ‘Ones’
500
- 00
300

50

13

60

3

40

6

+ 10

+ 7

= 317

Begin by reading aloud the number from which we are subtracting: ‘five hundred and sixty-three’. Then
discuss the hundreds, tens and ‘Ones’ components of the number, how there is a “snag” with the ‘Ones’
and the need to ‘exchange’ a ten. To release some ‘Ones’ so because 60 + 3 can be partitioned into 50 + 13.
The subtraction of the tens becomes ‘13 minus 6, (it is important to consistently use the word ‘exchange’
as opposed to ‘borrow’ in order to avoid confusion.)
Example: 563 − 271, adjustment from the hundreds to the tens, or partitioning the hundreds
400

16
0

500

60

3

- 200

70

1

200

90

2

= 292

Begin by reading aloud the number from which we are subtracting: ‘five hundred and sixty-three’. Then
discuss the hundreds, tens and ‘Ones’ components of the number, how there is a “snag” with the tens and
the need to exchange a hundred to release needed tens. 500 + 60 can be partitioned into 400 + 160. The
subtraction of the tens becomes ‘160 minus 70.
Example: 563 − 278, adjustment from the hundreds to the tens and the tens to the ‘Ones’
400

-

15
0
50

13

500

60

3

200

70

8

200

80

5

= 285

Here both the tens and the ‘Ones’ digits to be subtracted are bigger than both the tens and the ‘Ones’ digits
you are subtracting from. Discuss how 60 + 3 is partitioned into 50 + 13, and then how 500 + 50 can be
partitioned into 400 + 150, and how this helps when subtracting.
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Example: 503 − 278, dealing with zero when adjusting
90

13

400

10
0

500

0

3

- 200

70

8

200

20

5

= 225

Here 0 acts as a place holder for the tens. The adjustment has to be done in two stages. First the 500 + 0 is
partitioned into 400 + 100 and then the 100 + 3 is partitioned into 90 + 13.
Please note that, when calculating with numbers close to a multiple of 100 or 1000, it would probably be
more efficient to use a mental method or a number line
Compact method for three-digit numbers
NB Expanded method needs to be shown alongside compact method
Example: 563 − 241, no adjustment or decomposition needed
500 60 3
5 6 3
- 200 40 1
-2 4 1
300 + 20 + 2
3 2 2
Start by subtracting the ‘Ones’, then the tens, then the hundreds. Refer to subtracting the tens, for
example, by saying ‘sixty take away forty’, not ‘six take away four’
Example: 563 − 246, adjustment from the tens to the ‘Ones’
500

50
60

13
3

51
563

- 200

40

6

246

300

10

7

= 317

317

Ensure that children can explain the compact method, referring to the real value of the digits. They need to
understand that they are repartitioning the 60 + 3 as 50 + 13.
Example: 563 − 271, adjustment from the hundreds to the tens, or partitioning the hundreds
400
500

16
0
60

3

41
56 3

- 200

70

1

27 1

200

90

2

= 292

2 9 2

Begin by reading aloud the number from which we are subtracting: ‘five hundred and sixty-three’. Then
discuss the hundreds, tens and ‘Ones’ components of the number, and how 500 + 60 can be partitioned into
400 + 160. The subtraction of the tens becomes ‘160 minus 70’, an application of subtraction of multiples of
ten.
Ensure that children are confident to explain how the numbers are repartitioned and why.
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Part 2: Multiplication and Division
Key Vocabulary
Multiplication:
lots of • Groups of • Times • Multiply • Multiplication • Doubling • Once, twice, three times•
Array, row, column • Double • repeated addition
Division:• Lots of • Groups of • Share • Group • Divide • Division • Divided by • Remainder
Quotient
Mental Skills
Multiplication
• Recognise the size and position of numbers • Count on in different steps 2s, 5s, and 10s
• Double numbers to 10 • Recognise multiplication as repeated addition
• Quick recall of multiplication facts • Use known facts to derive associated facts
• Multiplication can be done in any order (commutative law)
Division
Recognise the size and position of numbers • Count back in different steps 2s, 5s, 10s • Halve
numbers to 20 • Recognise division as repeated subtraction • Quick recall of division facts •
Use known facts to derive associated facts • Recognise odd and even numbers

Models and Images
• Arrays • Number tracks

• Empty number lines.
• Multiplication squares • Counting stick • Bead strings • Models and Images charts

• Numicon
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National Curriculum
end of Year age related expectations
Multiplication and Division


Year 1



solve one-step problems involving multiplication and division, by calculating the answer
using concrete objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the
teacher.



Year 2 (end of key stage statutory assessments)





recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables,
including recognising odd and even numbers
calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division within the
multiplication tables and write them using the multiplication (×), division (÷) and equals
(=) signs
show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and
division of one number by another cannot
solve problems involving multiplication and division, using materials, arrays, repeated
addition, mental methods, and multiplication and division facts, including problems in
context.



Year 3




recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables
write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division using the
multiplication tables that they know, including for two-digit numbers times one-digit
numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written methods
solve problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication and
division, including positive integer scaling problems and correspondence problems in
which n objects are connected to m objects.









Year 4




recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12
use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and divide mentally, including:
multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1; multiplying together three numbers
recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations
multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers by a one-digit number using formal written
layout
solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including using the distributive law to
multiply two digit numbers by one digit, integer scaling problems and harder
correspondence problems such as n objects are connected to m objects .
Year 5











identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor pairs of a number, and common
factors of two numbers
know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors and composite (nonprime) numbers
establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and recall prime numbers up to 19
multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or two-digit number using a formal written
method, including long multiplication for two-digit numbers
multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts
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divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using the formal written method of
short division and interpret remainders appropriately for the context
multiply and divide whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000



Year 6 (end of key stage 2 statutory assessments)



recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables,
including recognising odd and even numbers
calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division within the multiplication
tables and write them using the multiplication (×), division (÷) and equals (=) signs
show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and
division of one number by another cannot
solve problems involving multiplication and division, using materials, arrays, repeated
addition, mental methods, and multiplication and division facts, including problems in
contexts.





North Kidlington School School

Written Methods for Multiplication of Whole Numbers
To multiply successfully, children need to be able to:
• recall all multiplication facts to 10 × 10;
• partition numbers into multiples of one hundred, ten and one;
• work out products such as 70 × 5, 70 × 50, 700 × 5 or 700 × 50 using the related fact 7 × 5 and their
knowledge of place value;
• add two or more single-digit numbers mentally;
• add multiples of 10 (such as 60 + 70) or of 100 (such as 600 + 700) using the related addition fact, 6 + 7,
and their knowledge of place value;
• add combinations of whole numbers using the column method (see above).
It is important that children’s mental methods of calculation are practised and secured alongside their
learning and use of an efficient written method for multiplication.
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Key Stage 1:
Developing the mental image/ concept of multiplication
Number lines and ‘groups of’
 Children are shown ‘groups or sets of items
and use repeated addition to calculate the
total. This is recorded as both an addition
and multiplication sum.
 This model illustrates how multiplication
relates to repeated addition
Pattern work on a 100 square helps children
begin to recognise multiples and rules of
divisibility

2

+

2
3x2=6

+

2 = 6
2x3=6

This can also be arranged to show 2 groups of 3, children
should have extended opportunities to use vocabulary of
‘groups of’, ‘lots of’, ‘sets of’

Arrays
Successful written methods depend on visualising multiplication as a rectangular array. It also helps children
to understand why 3 X 4 = 4 X 3
2 lots of 6
3 lots of 4

2X6

3X4

6 lots of 2
6X2
4 lots of 3
4X3

Written multiplication
An early introduction to a written method is
in the form of a number line to show
‘repeated addition’. This can also be used at a
later stage to show how division is the
opposite of multiplication and is shown on a
number line by ‘repeated subtraction’.

6X5=
5 +5+ 5 +5+ 5+ 5
________________________________________
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Recall of multiplication tables
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The rectangular array gives a good
visual model for multiplication. The
area can be found by repeated
addition (in this case 7+7+7+7+7)
Children should then commit 7 X 5 to
memory and know that it is the same
as
5X7

7 X 5 = 35
7

5
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Lower Key Stage 2:
Consolidates the above skills along with recall of multiplication facts/ related division and progresses to






Mental multiplication using arrays
and partitioning to multiply a twodigit number by a one-digit number
An array illustrates the distributive
law of multiplication i.e.
13 X 7 is the same as (10 X 7) + (3 X 7)
Please note that the squares are used
to ensure that children have a secure
mental image of why the distributive
law works as the squares reinforce
that 7x 10 totals 70 squares which
needs to be added to the 21 shown
by the 7x3. This is a particularly
supportive image when children are
practising mentally calculating 2 digits
multiplied by one digit.

13 X 7
X

7

10

3

70

21

Leading to….
13 X 7





This can lead to the use of a “blank
rectangle” to illustrate
13 X 7 = (10 X 7) + (3 X 7)

7

NB: the rectangle is drawn to
emphasise the comparative size of
the numbers
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10

3

70

21

= 91

Using the grid method to multiply two-digit
by one-digit numbers


At first children will probably need to
partition into 10’s (example A)



It is important, if they are to use a
more compact method, that they can
multiply multiples of 10 (example B)
i.e. 38 X 7 they must be able to
calculate 30 X 7 as well as 8 X 7



Note the grid is drawn to emphasise the
comparative size of the numbers







By the end of Year 4 children should
be using mental methods for
multiplying TU × U based on the
distributive law of multiplication over
addition.
Tens and ones are multiplied
separately to form partial products.
These are then added to find the total
product. Either the tens or the ones
can be multiplied first but it is more
common to start with the tens.

Estimation should be encouraged e.g. 38 X 7 is
approximately 40 X 7 = 280

X
7

30

8
210

56

=266

Leading to the layout
X

30

8

7

210

56

= 266

Mental multiplication using partitioning
Informal recording used in Year 4 might be:43x6

Also record
partitioning:

Note: These methods are based on
the distributive law. Children should
be introduced to the principle of this
law (not its name) in Years 2 and 3,
for example when they use their
knowledge of the 2, 5 and 10 timestables to work out multiples of 7
Numicon equipment is ideal for
supporting this concept with
concrete apparatus.
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mental

multiplication

using

Short multiplication
(NC expectation by the end of Year 4)
• The recording is reduced further, with carry
digits recorded below the line.

38 X 7 is approximately 40 X 7 = 280
38

7
266
5

If, after practice, children cannot use the
compact method without making errors,
they should return to the expanded format
of the grid method

The step here involves adding 210 and 50 mentally with
only the 5 in the 50 recorded. This highlights the need for
children to be able to add a multiple of 10 to a two-digit or
three-digit number mentally before they reach this stage.

Upper Key Stage 2:
Consolidates all of the above and progresses to:
Two-digit by two-digit products using the
grid method (NC expectation by the end of
Year 5)

38 × 14 is approximately 40 X 15 =600.



Extend to TU × TU, asking children to
estimate first.
 Start by completing the grid. The
partial products in each row are
added, and then the two sums at the
end of each row are added to find
the total product
Please note that at this stage the grid is no
longer drawn to reflect the respective size of
the digits. If a child shows signs of insecurity
return to rectangular arrays to ensure
understanding.
Three-digit by two-digit products using the
grid method (NC expectation by the end of
Year 6)



30

8

10

300

80

380

4

120

32

152
532

138 X 24 = is approximately 140 X 25 = 3500

X

100

30

8

20

2000

600

160

2760

4

400

120

32

552




X

Extend to HTU × TU asking children
to estimate first.
Ensure that children can explain why
this method works and where the
numbers and the grid come from

3312

25



The grid method works just as
satisfactorily with decimal numbers
as long as the children can apply
their knowledge of multiplication
facts to decimal numbers.

38.5 X 24 is approximately 40 X 25 = 1000

X

30

8

0.5

20

600

160

10

770

4

120

32

2

154
924

Short multiplication

Long multiplication
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Written Methods for Division of Whole Numbers
To divide successfully in their heads, children need to be able to:
• understand and use the vocabulary of division
• partition two-digit and three-digit numbers into multiples of 100, 10 and 1 in different ways;
• recall multiplication and division facts to 10 × 10, recognise multiples of one-digit numbers and divide
multiples of 10 or 100 by a single-digit number using their knowledge of division facts and place value;
• know how to find a remainder working mentally – for example, find the remainder when 48 is divided by
5;
• understand and use multiplication and division as inverse operations.
It is important that children’s mental methods of calculation are practised and secured alongside their
learning and use of an efficient written method for division.
To carry out written methods of division successfully, children also need to be able to:
• understand division as repeated subtraction (Grouping):
• estimate how many times one number divides into another – for example, how many sixes there are in
47, or how many 23s there are in 92;
 Know subtraction facts to 20 and to use this knowledge to subtract multiples of 10 e.g.120 - 80, 320 – 90
Early division:
 The term ‘sharing’ is used to describe the process of ‘splitting’ either a whole item or whole number.
Connections between division and fractions can and should be made as soon as possible in key stage 1
and throughout all teaching of division e.g. finding half is ‘making 2 equal shares’, finding ¼ is creating 4
equal shares of a whole.
Sharing equally:
Children are encouraged to use real
items to ‘share between’, examples of
number stories support the learning of
the concept of sharing/ dividing
equally e.g. ‘there are 6 sweets and 3
children, how many sweets can they
have each?’

6÷3=2

Or 6÷2=3

This is also changed to ‘if there are 2
children, still 6 sweets then how many
sweets each?’ (link division by 2 with
finding ‘half’ each)
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Number lines
Counting on in equal steps based on
adding multiples up to the number to
be divided
Counting back in equal steps based on
subtracting multiples from the number
to be divided
Note Counting on/ counting back is a
powerful tool for mental calculation
but does not lead onto written
calculation for division

15 ÷ 3 =
+3 +3 +3 +3 +3
__________________________
0 3 6 9 12 15
- 3 -3 -3 -3 -3
_______________________________
0 3 6 9 12 15

Counting back by chunking
This method is based on subtracting
multiples of the divisor, or ‘chunks’.
Initially children subtract several
chunks, but with practice they
should look for the biggest multiples
of the divisor that they can find to
subtract.
Chunking is useful for reminding
children of the link between division
and repeated subtraction.

100 ÷ 7 =
4X7=28

 Initially children subtract several
chunks, but with practice they
should look for the biggest
multiples of the divisor that they
can find to subtract.

200 ÷ 6

 Children need to recognise that
chunking is inefficient if too many
subtractions have to be carried
out. Encourage them to reduce
the number of steps and move
them on quickly to finding the
largest possible multiples

10X7=70

________________________________________
0 2
30
100
Answer 14 remainder 2
As you record the division, ask: ‘How many sixes in 100?’ as
well as What is 100 divided by 6?

1x6 1x6 1x6 10x6=60 10x6=60 10x6=60
_______________________________________
0
2 8 14 20
80
140
200
Answer 33 remainder 2
As you record the division, ask: ‘How many sixes in 200?’ as
well as ‘What is 200 divided by 6?’
Leading to
200 ÷ 6
3X6=18
30X6=180
______________________________________
0
2
18
200
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‘Expanded’ method for TO ÷ O
recorded in columns (‘Chunking’)
• This method is based on subtracting
multiples of the divisor from the
number to be divided, the dividend.
• As you record the division, ask:
‘How many sixes in 90?’ or ‘What is
90 divided by 6?’
• This method is based on
subtracting multiples of the divisor,
or ‘chunks’. Initially children
subtract several chunks, but with
practice they should look for the
biggest multiples of the divisor that
they can find to subtract.
• Children need to recognise that
chunking is inefficient if too many
subtractions have to be carried out.
Encourage children to reduce the
number of steps as illustrated in
stage 2, when using a number line
‘Expanded’ method for HTO ÷ O
• Once they understand and can
apply the method, children should
be able to move on from TO ÷ O to
HTO ÷ O quite quickly as the
principles are the same.
The key to the efficiency of chunking
lies in the estimate that is made
before the chunking starts.
Estimating for HTO ÷ O involves
multiplying the divisor by multiples
of 10 to find the two multiples that
‘trap’ the HTO dividend.
• Estimating has two purposes when
doing a division:
to help to choose a starting point
for the division;
to check the answer after the
calculation.

96 ÷ 6 =
To find 96 ÷ 6, we start by multiplying 6 by 10, to find that
6 × 10 = 60 and 6 × 20 = 120. The multiples of 60 and 120 trap
the number 96. This tells us that the answer to 196 ÷ 6 is
between 60 and 120.
Start the division by first subtracting 60 leaving 36, and then
subtracting the largest possible multiple of 6, which is 30,
leaving no remainder.
96
-

60

10 X 6

Estimation

5X6

More than
10X6=60 but
less than
20X6=120

36
30
6
6

1X6

0 16
Answer 16

To find 196 ÷ 6, we start by multiplying 6 by 10, 20, 30, .to find
that 6 × 30 = 180 and 6 × 40 = 240. The multiples of 180 and
240 trap the number 196. This tells us that the answer to
196 ÷ 6 is between 30 and 40.
Initially children will subtract chunks about which they are
totally confident. Here a series of chunks (6 X 10) are
subtracted to reach 16 then 6 X 2 until no more whole sixes
are left, leaving a remainder of 4
196
-

60 10X6
136
60 10X6
76
60 10X6
16
12

2X6

4 32
Answer 32 R 4
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Estimation
More than
30X6= 180
but less than
40X6=240

• Children who have a secure
knowledge of multiplication facts
and place value should be able to
move on quickly to the more
efficient recording on the right.

Here the child has been confident to use the largest possible
multiple of 10 as the initial multiplier.
Start the division by first subtracting 180 (6 X 30), leaving 16
and then subtracting the largest possible multiple of 6 (which
is 12) leaving 4
196
-

180

30X6

16
-

12
4

2X6
32

Answer 32 R 4

Estimation
More than
30X6= 180 but
less than
40X6=240

The quotient 32 (with a remainder of 4) lies between 30 and
40, as predicted.
Long division
The next step is to tackle HTO ÷ TO,
which for most children will be in
Year 6.

How many packs of 24 can we make from 560 biscuits? Start
by multiplying 24 by multiples of 10 to get an estimate. As
24 × 20 = 480 and 24 × 30 = 720, we know the answer lies
between 20 and 30 packs. We start by subtracting 480 from
560.
Estimation
24 560
20  480
24  20
80
3
72
24  3
8
Answer: 23 R 8

More than 24 x
20 = 480 but
Less than
24 x 30 =720

In effect, the recording above is the long division method,
though conventionally the digits of the answer are recorded
above the line as shown below.
23
560
 480
80
72
8
Answer: 23 R 8
24
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Short Division
Formal short division should only be introduced once children have a good understanding of the concept
of division, its links with multiplication and the idea of ‘chunking up’ to find a target number (see use of
number lines above). The ‘Bus Stop’ method for short division is introduced from Year 5 onwards as
outlined in the National Curriculum Programme of study (2014)
‘Bus Stop’ method

Long Division
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